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We report a measurement of the production ratio of charged and neutral B mesons from Y(4S) decays based
on the ratio of efficiency-corrected yields for the charmonium modes J/cK1 and J/cKs
0 with 81.9 fb21 of data
collected with the BABAR detector on the Y(4S) resonance at 10.580 GeV. We find a value of 1.006
60.036(stat)60.031(syst) for the ratio R1/05GY(4S)→B1B2/GY(4S)→B0B¯ 0.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.69.071101 PACS number~s!: 13.25.Hw, 13.25.Gv, 14.40.Nd




from the Y(4S) meson is an essential element in determin-
ing branching fractions and quark-mixing matrix elements at
the B factory experiments. It can also provide information
about the structure of the Y(4S) meson that can be used to
discriminate between available models.
*Also with Universita` della Basilicata, Potenza, Italy.
†Also with IFIC, Instituto de Fı´sica Corpuscular, CSIC–
Universidad de Valencia, Valencia, Spain.
‡Deceased.
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Over the past 15 years it has been frequently assumed that
R1/0 is equal to one, although many models predict that this
may not be the case. Early calculations predicted that the
ratio could be up to 20% greater than one, due to large Cou-
lomb corrections @1#. Taking into account the structure of the
B and Y(4S) reduces the effect of the Coulomb interaction
and can even lead to the ratio being less than unity @2#. With
the prospect of precision measurements from the B factories,
there has been a recent revival in theoretical work on the
subject. A more detailed calculation has been done in a non-
relativistic effective field theory with B* intermediate states
in the pion potential, which introduces isospin-breaking in
strong interactions. These calculations predict a value 1.1–
1.2 @3#. Other calculations attempting to take into account the
structure of the mesons and hadronic final state interactions
predict a ratio 0.9–1.2 @4#, but with rapid variation as a func-
tion of the center-of-mass energy near the Y(4S) resonance.
For the Y(4S), there are published measurements of R1/0 by
CLEO (1.0460.0760.04 @5#, 1.05860.08460.136 @6#!,
BABAR (1.1060.0660.05 @7# with 20 fb21!, and Belle
(1.0160.0360.09 @8# with 29 fb21!. Now that a signifi-
cantly larger Y(4S) data sample is available at BABAR we
can reduce the statistical uncertainty to the point where it is
possible to confront the various theoretical predictions.
In this analysis we use the decay modes B0→J/cKs0 and
B1→J/cK1 @9#, where J/c→,1,2 and Ks0→p1p2, to
measure the B1/B0 production ratio. These decays are good
candidates for measuring R1/0 since isospin violation in the
B→J/cK decays is expected to be small in the standard
model, of order l3’0.01 @10# when rescattering is small,
where l is defined as the sine of the Cabibbo angle.
The data used in this analysis were collected with the
BABAR detector at the SLAC PEP-II e1e2 storage ring. The
data sample corresponds to 81.9 fb21 of integrated luminos-
ity collected at the Y(4S) resonance. The distribution of
center-of-mass energies due to the beam-energy spread is
Gaussian with s54.6 MeV @11#. The mean energy of our
sample is 10.580 GeV, with all data accumulated within one
sigma of this value.
The BABAR detector is fully described elsewhere @12#. It
consists of a charged-particle tracking system, a Cherenkov
detector ~DIRC! for particle identification, an electromag-
netic calorimeter, and a system for muon identification. The
tracking system consists of a five layer, double-sided silicon
vertex tracker and a 40-layer drift chamber ~filled with a
mixture of helium and isobutane!, both in a 1.5-T magnetic
field supplied by a superconducting solenoidal magnet. The
DIRC is an imaging Cherenkov detector relying on total in-
ternal reflection in the radiator. The electromagnetic calorim-
eter consists of 6580 CsI~Tl! crystals. The iron flux return is
segmented and instrumented with resistive plate chambers
for muon identification.
Hadronic events are selected by requiring the presence of
at least three tracks in the angular region 0.41,uLAB
,2.54 rad, where uLAB is the polar angle with respect to the
electron beam direction. The ratio between the 2nd and 0th
order Fox-Wolfram @13# moments must be less than 0.5. We
also require that the total energy of all particles in the event
be greater than 4.5 GeV. The primary vertex, which is con-
structed from charged tracks with an impact parameter less
than 1 mm in the plane transverse to the beam direction,
must be within 0.5 cm of the beam spot in the plane trans-
verse to the beam direction and within 6 cm along the beam
direction.
We reconstruct candidates for J/c mesons in the decay
modes J/c→e1e2 and m1m2. For J/c→e1e2 decays one
track is required to pass a tight electron selection and the
other a loose requirement @7#, while for J/c→m1m2 decays
we require one track to pass a loose muon selection and the
other a minimum-ionizing requirement @7#. The daughter
tracks of the J/c candidate are required to have 12 hits in the
drift chamber, lie in the angular range 0.41,uLAB
,2.409 rad for electrons and 0.41,uLAB,2.54 rad for
muons and have a transverse momentum of at least
100 MeV/c . To increase the efficiency of the event selection,
the electron candidate tracks are combined with photon can-
didates to recover some of the energy lost in bremsstrahlung
@7#. A geometric vertex constraint fit is applied to the lepton
track pair. The invariant mass requirements for the J/c
→e1e2 and J/c→m1m2 channels are 2.95,M e1e2
,3.14 GeV/c2 and 3.06,M m1m2,3.14 GeV/c2. We re-
quire ucos u,u to be less than 0.8 and 0.9 for J/c→e1e2 and
J/c→m1m2, respectively. The helicity angle u, is the angle
in the J/c rest frame between the positively charged J/c
daughter and the reversed K flight direction in the B meson
rest frame.
We reconstruct Ks
0 meson candidates from two charged
tracks, which are not required to originate from the interac-
tion point or to have drift chamber hits, in contrast to the J/c
daughters. The tracks are assigned the pion mass to compute
M p1p2, which is required to lie in the range
0.490– 0.505 GeV/c2. Also, in order to reject combinatorial
background, we only retain candidates with a fitted Ks
0 vertex
displaced more than 1 mm from the primary vertex. Candi-
dates for K1 mesons are assigned the kaon mass and are
required to form a vertex with the J/c candidate. No particle
identification requirements are made for this track.
The selection of B candidates relies on the kinematic con-
straints given by the Y(4S) initial state. Two largely uncor-
related variables are used: the energy-substituted B mass
mES5A(s/21p0"pB)2/E022pB2 , where the subscripts 0 and B
refer to the e1e2 system and the B candidate, respectively, s
is the square of the center-of-mass energy, and energies ~E!
and momentum vectors ~p! are computed in the laboratory
TABLE I. Summary of the resolution for DE in data and the
MC simulation.
Mode s(DE) ~MeV!
B J/c MC Data
B1 e1e2 11.4260.11 10.8760.25
B1 m1m2 9.7260.07 9.2560.20
B0 e1e2 9.5060.11 10.0260.42
B0 m1m2 7.9260.07 8.5260.32
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frame; and DE5EB*2As/2, where EB* is the B candidate
energy in the center-of-mass frame. In cases where multiple
B candidates are present in the same event, 2% of the total in
data and Monte Carlo ~MC! simulations, only the one with
the smallest absolute value of DE is retained.
The signal region in the mES-DE plane is defined by
5.27,mES,5.29 GeV/c2 and uDEu,3s(DE). The ob-
served resolutions for data and MC simulations for the dif-
ferent modes are listed in Table I. The mES sideband is de-
fined by 5.20,mES,5.27 GeV/c2 and uDEu,3s(DE).
Upper and lower DE sidebands, used for the evaluation of
systematic uncertainty, are defined as 50,DE,120 MeV
and 2120,DE,250 MeV.
Since we are measuring the ratio of B1 to B0 efficiency-
corrected yields many of the selection requirements are in
common and have been optimized previously @7#. Therefore
for this analysis, we have only reconsidered the optimization
of the statistical uncertainty of the measurement due to those
requirements that are different for the two modes. These re-
quirements include the Ks
0 flight length, the Ks
0 mass win-
dow, and the DE window. The optimization of these vari-
ables maximizes the ratio Ncand /As2(Ncand)1s2(Nbkg),
where s(Ncand) and s(Nbkg) are the uncertainties on the
number of signal candidates Ncand predicted by MC simula-
tion and combinatorial background Nbkg , respectively, that
pass the event selection procedure. Ncand is defined as the
number of events in the signal region.
We fit the mES distribution in the mES sideband with an
empirical phase-space-motivated function introduced by
ARGUS @14#. The fitted distribution is then integrated over
the signal region to determine the number of combinatorial
background events Nbkg . In addition to combinatorial back-
grounds there are other background sources, mostly in B de-
cays to charmonium, that peak near the B mass in mES .
These peaking sources are negligible for the neutral B
sample, but include small contributions from B0→J/cKs0
and B1→J/cp1 for the charged B sample. Requiring par-
ticle identifications on the K1 candidate will reduce these
contributions but introduces a larger systematic uncertainty.
To determine the number of background events that peak in
the mES signal region, Npeak , we use appropriately combined
MC samples of continuum e1e2 and generic @15# BB¯ events
~with signal events removed!, which have been scaled to the
integrated luminosity of the data sample. This distribution is
then fitted with an ARGUS function as described above. We
determine Npeak by counting the number of events in the
signal region and subtracting the integral of the ARGUS
function over this same region. The signal yield is then de-
fined by Nsignal5Ncand2Nbkg2Npeak . The observed distribu-
tions in mES and DE for B0→J/cKs0 and B1→J/cK1 can-
didates in data are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
The efficiency-corrected ratio of observed events is given
by
FIG. 2. Distribution of mES for
uDEu,3s in the B1→J/cK1
sample for ~a! J/c→e1e2 and
~b! J/c→m1m2. Distribution of
DE for mES.5.27 GeV/c2 in the
B1→J/cK1 for ~c! J/c→e1e2
and ~d! J/c→m1m2.
FIG. 1. Distribution of mES for
uDEu,3s in the B0→J/cKs0
sample for ~a! J/c→e1e2 and
~b! J/c→m1m2. Distribution of
DE for mES.5.27 GeV/c2 in the
B0→J/cKs0 sample for ~c! J/c
→e1e2 and ~d! J/c→m1m2.
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where f 568.6060.27% @16# is the Ks0→p1p2 branching
fraction, t1 /t051.08360.017 @16# is the ratio of B1 and
B0 lifetimes, and e is the selection efficiency. Therefore, as-
suming isospin invariance in the B→J/cK decay, G(B1
→J/cK1)5G(B0→J/cK0) @17#, the ratio of efficiency-









The ratio of efficiency-corrected yields is determined sepa-
rately for J/c→e1e2 and J/c→m1m2 so that lepton iden-
tification efficiencies cancel. The separate measurements are
then averaged, keeping track of correlated uncertainties, to
produce a final value for R1/0.
Sources of systematic uncertainties can be classified into
those arising from uncertainties on efficiencies and those
from candidate selection and backgrounds. The efficiency
uncertainties are due to Ks
0 reconstruction, tracking, and
kaon/pion tracking efficiency differences. In the ratio of the
efficiency-corrected yields, the tracking uncertainty is due to
the extra track required to reconstruct the B0→J/cKs0 mode.
We determine the relative kaon/pion tracking reconstruction
efficiency by comparing the ratio of efficiencies for B1
→J/cK1 and B1→J/cp1 Monte Carlo. The systematic
uncertainty of 0.6% is taken to be half the size of the esti-
mated difference. Finally, for the uncertainty on the Ks
0 effi-
ciency we take a sample of inclusive Ks
0 candidates that are
binned in transverse momentum (pT), laboratory polar angle
(uLAB), and transverse flight length ~dr!. A relative correc-
tion for the reconstruction of a displaced Ks
0 candidate is
determined in each pT and uLAB bin by assuming the track-
ing efficiency for a short-lived Ks
0 close to the interaction
region is the same as for prompt tracks. Thus, the ratio of
data to MC relative efficiency is normalized to unity for
small dr and then used to derive a MC correction factor for
larger displacements. By varying the size of the dr, pT , and
uLAB bins we determine a systematic uncertainty for this pro-
cedure. The normalization bin for the correction is well in-
side the radius of the beam pipe. We vary the definition of
this bin as a check of the hypothesis that these tracks have
the same efficiency as normal charged tracks.
The selection and background systematic uncertainties are
attributed to the selection criteria, the ARGUS background
shape, and the peaking background subtraction. The selec-
tion requirements on the Ks
0 mass, Ks
0 flight distance, and DE
are varied within reasonable ranges. The Ks
0 mass and DE
selection windows were increased and decreased from the
nominal value by half a sigma and the Ks
0 vertex displace-
ment requirement was removed. The largest difference from
the nominal efficiency-corrected yield is taken conserva-
tively as a systematic uncertainty. The continuum back-
ground systematic uncertainty is determined by varying the
ARGUS parameter by two sigma to account for any model
dependence. The peaking background uncertainty is evalu-
ated from the discrepancy between data and MC simulations
in the upper and lower DE sidebands. The larger of the two
discrepancies is taken as the systematic uncertainty. This is a
more conservative approach than using the uncertainties for
the relevant branching fractions. Table II summarizes the
sources of systematic uncertainty for this analysis.
Table III lists the efficiencies, background composition,
and number of events in the signal region based on the one-
dimensional fit with a 3~s! DE requirement. Based on
Eq. ~1! we determine
TABLE II. Summary of the relative systematic uncertainties on the efficiency-corrected yields.
Mode Parameters ~%!







B1 e1e2 – 0.6 – 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.8
B1 m1m2 – 0.6 – 0.6 0.4 1.0 1.4
B0 e1e2 1.3 – 1.8 0.8 0.1 0.2 2.4
B0 m1m2 1.3 – 1.8 0.5 0.1 1.3 2.6
TABLE III. Summary of values needed to determine the efficiency corrected yields.
Mode Parameters
B J/c Ncand Nbkg Npeak Efficiency ~%!
B1 e1e2 2213 19.565.0 9.663.2 40.860.4
B0 e1e2 502 2.662.0 2.461.5 29.960.4
B1 m1m2 2497 50.667.2 33.564.6 47.860.4
B0 m1m2 577 2.061.5 2.462.1 35.660.4
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when assuming isospin conservation in B→J/cK decays.
The data sample has a mean energy of 10.580 GeV and does
not have sufficient spread to test the hypothesis of an energy-
dependent production ratio.
We have confirmed that the result for the individual
efficiency-corrected signal yields for the J/c→e1e2 and
J/c→m1m2 channels is consistent among seven equal sub-
sets of the full sample, as is the ratio of e1e2/m1m2.
To check our fitting technique we have performed a two-
dimensional nonparametric fit to the data. This is done by
fitting the data to a sum of contributions from five different
sources @e1e2→qq¯ , e1e2→cc¯ , generic Y(4S)→B0B¯ 0,
generic Y(4S)→B1B2, and signal# whose densities @18# in
DE and mES are determined from a nonparametric fit to can-
didates from Monte Carlo samples. The two-dimensional fit
is done in the region 5.200,mES,5.270 GeV/c2 and 0.030
,uDEu,0.120 GeV. This technique has the advantage that
we are not restricted to a small range in uDEu. It also em-
ploys the MC predicted background distributions, rather than
the empirical shape imposed by the ARGUS function. The
nonparametric fit method finds results that are consistent
with the simpler counting method, both for the full sample
and for data subsets.
The observed value for R1/0 is close to one, as has been
assumed by most branching fraction measurements obtained
on the Y(4S), with a ratio as large as 1.2 disfavored at the
four sigma level. Our measurement will aid in restricting
models of Y(4S) decays. It also allows a quantitative deter-
mination of the contribution from R1/0 to all branching frac-
tions that are determined at the B factories operating on the
Y(4S) resonance.
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